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Introduction

Data quality is recognized as an important topic for health
care. ISO 8000–2:2020 defines data quality as “degree to
which a set of inherent characteristics of data fulfils require-

ments.”1 Much research on health data quality originates
from health research, e.g., focusing on clinical trials, health
service research, epidemiology, or the quality of input data
for machine learning approaches.2–9 In the context of health
research, good data quality requires that researchers can
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Abstract Background Data quality issues can cause false decisions of clinical decision support
systems (CDSSs). Analyzing local data quality has the potential to prevent data quality-
related failure of CDSS adoption.
Objectives To define a shareable set of applicable measurement methods (MMs) for a
targeted data quality assessment determining the suitability of local data for our CDSS.
Methods We derived task-specific MMs using four approaches: (1) a GUI-based data
quality analysis using the open source tool openCQA. (2) Analyzing cases of known false
CDSS decisions. (3) Data-driven learning on MM-results. (4) A systematic check to find
blind spots in our set of MMs based on the HIDQF data quality framework.We expressed
the derived data quality-related knowledge about the CDSS using the 5-tuple-formal-
ization for MMs.
Results We identified some task-specific dataset characteristics that a targeted data
quality assessment for our use case should inspect. Altogether, we defined 394 MMs
organized in 13 data quality knowledge bases.
Conclusions We have created a set of shareable, applicable MMs that can support
targeted data quality assessment for CDSS-based systemic inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS) detection in critically ill, pediatric patients. With the demonstrated
approaches for deriving and expressing task-specific MMs, we intend to help promoting
targeted data quality assessment as a commonly recognized usual part of research on
data-consuming application systems in health care.
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extract reliable knowledge from a dataset. In health care, the
requirement for good data quality often is that data can be
the basis for correct individual decisions.

Emerging digitalization in health care promotes use of
data in medical decision-making. If individual decisions are
made with the help of data, this ultimately necessitates a
good quality of data. This is especially critical when data are
not used directly but indirectly through tools, which advise
decisions in health care. Clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs) advisemedical personnel by analyzing data captured
throughout medical practice and presenting an alert, a
suggestion, or new insight. The design of such systems—
with respect to reusability in cross-institutional settings by
integrating international and open interoperability stand-
ards for data representation—is an important research focus
of our group. In the CADDIE project, we designed an inter-
operable CDSS for the detection of systemic inflammatory
response syndrome (SIRS) and sepsis in pediatric intensive
care settings.10 An interdisciplinary team of clinicians, sci-
entists, and administrators designed a knowledge-based
approach able to detect critical phases throughout the clini-
cal pathway of the critically ill child only by using routine
data. The diagnostic accuracy of the approach was evaluated
in a prospective diagnostic study at the Pediatric Cardiology
and Intensive Care Medicine of the Hannover Medical
School.11 The study resulted in promising accuracies; how-
ever, also limitations potentially due to lowdata qualitywere
revealed.

Since 2020, improvements are researched in the project
ELISE (a learning, interoperable, and smart expert system for
pediatric intensive care).12 In ELISE, data-driven algorithms
for prediction of SIRS/sepsis and associated organ dysfunc-
tions are developed to explore the question of the extent to
which CDSS can be used to optimize diagnostic and thera-
peutic workflows in pediatric intensive care. Amongst
others, the routine dataset used in CADDIE is enhanced by
more intensive care parameters resulting in a broad training
dataset on which data-driven prediction algorithms are
applied.13,14 In the end, an open demonstrator of an inter-
operable, data-driven CDSS for detection and prediction of
SIRS/sepsis and associated organ dysfunctions in critically ill
children will arise which also will be evaluated in a clinical-
driven study.

The ultimate performancemeasure for such a CDSSwould
be an improved patient outcome, e.g., a reduction of deaths.
For this work, we assume that false decisions of the CDSS are
not beneficial for the patient and thus use the rate of correct
decisions as a measure for CDSS performance that can
deteriorate due to low quality of the input data. For example,
ELISE can only detect a SIRS episode if at least a current body
temperature or laboratory value is present. Documentation
processes may influence some of the data’s characteristics,
e.g., automatic vital sign measurements are typically present
with higher frequency than manually documented values.
Such different characteristics may not be a general problem
in the data, but can still be an issue for a certain data usage
like a CDSS. Thus, the task-dependent data quality can differ
between clinical sites, even if all these sites have sound

documentation processes. Besides spatial data quality differ-
ences, data quality can change over time, e.g., due to changed
processes (cf. Sáez et al15).

It is important to prevent bad CDSS performance to avoid
unsatisfied users or even harm to patients. Detection of
unsuitable local data before rolling out a CDSS or during its
operation allows us to react accordingly, e.g., by adapting
documentation processes or at least by communicating
realistic expectations about CDSS performance. As a growing
number of health care organizations operate clinical data
warehouses or some suitable alternative (e.g., in Germany
data integration centers16), there is a growing chance that
the needed data are available to conduct a targeted data
quality assessment as preparation before CDSS rollout or
even regularly to notice problematic changes in data quality.
To conduct such a targeted data quality assessment, health
care organizations need to know which inherent character-
istics of the data are relevant for the use case and how to
assess the degree to which these characteristics fulfil the
requirements of the use case (cf. ISO definition of data
quality). Awell-knownmeans to “describe actual and poten-
tial deviations from defined requirements”7 is data quality
indicators. Thus, a well-selected set of relevant data quality
indicators and thresholds defining how to assess the devia-
tions from requirements would be an ideal conception of
how to express the needed knowledge for targeted data
quality assessment. However, typically not all data quality-
related information can be expressed as an indicator or at
least the knowledge needed to define an indicator and its
assessment is not available for all relevant aspects. Detection
of data quality issues based on descriptors,7 e.g., graphs or
other outputs that need interpretation for the assessment, is
common practice. Furthermore, data quality indicators and
descriptors are often defined in a textual form, expressing
the intention but leaving room for interpretation in their
operationalization.

In the following, we present our work to identify and
define an initial, shareable set of applicable measurement
methods (MMs) with the purpose of supporting sites in
analyzing their data’s suitability for our CDSS for SIRS
detection in pediatric patients. We refer to an MM as a
specification of an applicable method that quantifies or
describes an inherent characteristic of a dataset (cf. Johnson
et al3), e.g., the number of values in a variable per patient
and day, a plot showing the value distribution or the
percentage of values outside of a given range. It is possible
to combine MMs in multiple layers, e.g., an MM could use
other MMs’ results as input data to create an aggregated
view or to add an assessment based on use case-specific
thresholds for MM-results. Thus, MMs can express data
quality indicators and descriptors (or similar concepts,
e.g., operationalized assessment methods5 or quality
checks9) as well as information about how to assess the
results. Beyond that, an MM specification is detailed enough
to generate executable code from it. We refer to a compila-
tion of MMs as a knowledge base as it represents shareable,
applicable knowledge for data quality assessment for a
certain use case. As the knowledge about data quality
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requirements of the use case evolves, a knowledge base is
subject to ongoing collaborative refinement based on new
insights. Our initial knowledge base will be refined when-
ever the multidisciplinary team engaged in ELISE’s devel-
opment gains new insights on data quality requirements
during further CDSS rollout and application.

Objectives

To define a shareable set of applicable MMs for a targeted
data quality assessment determining the suitability of local
data for the ELISE CDSS.

Methods

Dataset
The presented work used retrospective data from the CAD-
DIE project and its successor ELISE. The used dataset con-
sisted of approximately 12million data points resulting from
2,029 days of stay of 168 patients at the Pediatric Intensive
Care Unit and Pediatric Cardiology of Hannover Medical
School. Clinical variables covered birth date, performed
procedures, diagnoses, medications, heart rate, respiration
rate, body temperature, pacing, temperature regulation, data
on assisted ventilation, laboratory values for immature gran-
ulocytes, and white blood cell count (cf. clinical information
models of ELISE17). The clinical data for the first iteration of
data quality analysis (cf. ►Fig. 1) were available from a local
Better platform,18 an openEHR data repository. We retrieved
the data using the openEHR REST-API19 and the Archetype
Query Language (AQL).20 The CDSS for SIRS detection is in
continuous development. Thus, it evolved from the first
iteration of data quality analysis to the second. For simplicity,
we refer to the CDSS version from the first iteration as
CADDIE CDSS and to the CDSS version from the second

iteration as ELISE CDSS. The data for the second iteration of
data quality analysis covered the same patients and days, but
ELISE CDSS considered more variables in its decisions (per-
formed procedures, diagnosis data, and medications). The
clinical data for the second data quality analysis were
available in CSV files (the technical data access and the
data format changed from the first to the second iteration
due to different implementation phases of the technical
infrastructures in the projects CADDIE and ELISE).

A central task in this work was to investigate the relation
between measurable dataset characteristics and CDSS perfor-
mance, i.e., the number of false CDSS decisions. Thus, addi-
tionally to the clinical data, we used data on correctness of the
CDSS SIRS detection for eachpatient andday. TheCADDIECDSS
(in the first iteration) and ELISE CDSS (second iteration) were
applied retrospectively on the data todetect SIRS episodes. For
each patient and each dayof stayon the intensive care unit,we
derived a label specifying whether the CDSS’s SIRS detection
compared with the ground truth was true positive, false
positive, true negative, or false negative. We refer to these
data as CDSS performance data. In both iterations, CDSS
performance data were available as a CSV file.

Formalization of MMs
Weutilized previouswork to express theMMs that represent
our applicable knowledge on data quality assessment for
ELISE CDSS.21 This previous work proposed a formalization
forMMs as 5-tupleswith the objective to foster collaborative,
interoperable, knowledge-based data quality assessment.
The approach of the 5-tuples is to allow a flexible represen-
tation of all computable inherent characteristics about a
dataset for data quality assessment but to stay maintainable
by encapsulating the input data definition (domain paths)
and by simplifying the representation of the most common
operations (checks and groupings). ►Fig. 2 shows an MM
formalized as 5-tuple (extended exampleswith explanations
in ►Supplementary Appendix A [online only]). To compute
an MM formalized as 5-tuple, the data specified in the
domain paths are provided as R-vectors and the check (op-
tional), grouping (optional), and characterization elements
are inserted into a generic R-script template, a process which
is simple to automate and applicable in different technical
contexts (we tested the application of MMs without using
openCQA for example in Kindermann et al22).

We needed to define MMs specifically targeting the
CDSS’s data quality requirements. The check, grouping, and
characterization parts of the 5-tuple (cf. ►Fig. 2) allow for
this with flexible definitions of the measurement process in
R programming language while keeping most of the MMs
simple, which eases understanding and adaptions. ELISE
CDSS bases on openEHR clinical information models. Thus,
for MMs using patient data as input, we used openEHR
archetype paths in the domain paths to define the input
data. This enabled direct application of our MMs on the data
retrieved via AQL in our first iteration of data quality analysis
(cf. ►Fig. 1). For the second iteration, where our data were
available as CSV files, we adapted the column names in the
CSV files to match the MMs’ domain paths.Fig. 1 Performed steps in chronological order.
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We needed to organize all formalized MMs for targeted
data quality assessment for ELISE CDSS into shareable sets.
The concept of a knowledge base (in MM context) has the
purpose to provide an organizing structure for MMs that
eases their management and supports sharing. Thus, we
organized our MMs in knowledge bases. Knowledge bases
additionally allow adding some describing elements and the
definition of the dataset for which the MMs are intended (cf.
data need23). For example, this definition of the dataset could
be an AQL query unambiguously defining which data to
retrieve from a repository. We used these features to define
the data need and to add explanations for each knowledge
base.

GUI-Based Data Quality Analysis
We used openCQA the open source reference implementation
forworkingwith5-tupleMMs.Asdepicted in►Fig. 1, theGUI-
based data quality analysis was our first step to analyze the
data quality. As a starting point, we generated default MMs
based on the variables’ datatypes, e.g., count, minimum,
maximum, mean, median, mode, standard deviation, and
lower and upper quartiles for numeric values (cf. knowledge
base “Add MMs based on datatype”24). We added a grouping
(cf. ►Fig. 2) to the MMs to calculate results aggregated in the
dimension levels per_subject and per_subject_per_day because
ourCDSSperformancedatawere availableper patient andday.
This means that for example the MM calculating the standard
deviation of the body temperature value did not return one
value for thewhole dataset but one value for each patient and
day, e.g., six result values ifwehad threepatientswith2daysof
stayeach. TheMMs created and applied are openly available in
our git repository (knowledge bases starting with “ELISE_”24).
We inspected the calculatedMM-results in openCQA. In case of
suspicious dataset characteristics, e.g., negative minimum
body temperature value, we checked if these were relevant
for the CDSS, i.e., if these could cause a false CDSS decision, to
determine if a targeted MM checking for these issues is
sensible for the knowledge base.

Analyzing Cases of False CDSS Decision
The next step was to look at the cases where a CDSS decision
waswrong, i.e., a label for a patient and daywas false positive
or false negative. This step used CADDIE CDSS performance
data. An analysis of these cases had already been performed
with the objective to detect potential enhancements in
CADDIE CDSS, e.g., to be more robust against outliers. As
the outlier example shows, the differentiation between data
quality issues and reasoning issues in the CDSS is often
ambiguous. As part of our targeted data quality analysis,
we discussed the identified reasons for CDSS failure to
determine if an enhancement of the CDSS or anMM targeting
the dataset characteristic were suitable reactions. CDSS
enhancements were preferred if the problem was easy to
catch or not related to identifiable characteristics of the
dataset. Features and development of the CDSS are not
subject of this article. Wulff et al presented the design10

and evaluation of the CADDIE CDSS11 and will publish an
updated article on the ELISE CDSS in a timely fashion. We
derived targeted MMs whenever catching in ELISE CDSSwas
not suitable and an identifiable characteristic in the data
directly caused CDSS failure or at least enhanced the proba-
bility for CDSS failure.

Data-Driven Learning on MM-Results
During analysis in openCQA and during analysis of false CDSS
decisions, we experienced a problem: even if we suspected a
correlation between an MM’s results and a lower CDSS
performance, deriving information like thresholds from
two tables with >1,000 rows each is not practical without
methodical support. This is why we applied a data-driven
learning approach for data quality assessment.25 This ap-
proach used the MMs’ results as features to train a decision
tree and the CDSS performance data as labels. Each rowof the
features in the training dataset consisted of all MMs’ result
values for the respective patient and day. This is whywe only
used MMs’ results as input for the data-driven approach that
were aggregated in dimension levels per_subject_per_day or

Fig. 2 MM formalized as 5-tuple. The MM’s tags indicate that this MM quantifies the standard deviation of the body temperature for each patient
and day. The domain paths specify the input data. Check, grouping, and characterization define the computation in R programming language. MM,
measurement method.
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per_subject. We used rpart26 as decision tree implementa-
tion in the language R. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) deter-
mined the best splits. Each split in such a decision tree
indicates a correlation in the dataset/subset between a
feature and the label. The highest label-value difference is
at the splitting condition. The idea behind the data-driven
approach is: if we trained the decision tree on MMs’ results
with CDSS performance data as labels. Then, each of the
decision tree’s splits indicates a correlation of a certain MM’s
result values with a difference in CDSS performance, where
the splitting value is a promising threshold to separate
between good and bad MM-results. Note that the only
purpose of the resulting tree is to indicate MMs’ results
that possibly deserve attention and not to actually perform a
prediction or classification.

We applied the machine learning approach separately on
two divided sets from theMM-results: one set containing the
false-positive and true-negative cases. The second set con-
tains the true-positive and false-negative cases. This was
necessary because the effects of data quality in the dataset
were small compared with the effects of clinical differences
between days with SIRS episodes and non-SIRS days. Thus,
the decision trees would consist of splits that are relevant for
the distinction between positive and negative cases instead
of showing splits that are relevant to distinguish true and
false decisions. For both training datasets, the CDSS made
considerably more correct than false decisions. Thus, both
training datasets were imbalanced (e.g., in the second itera-
tion 85 false-positive/1,494 true-negative cases for the first
set and 414 true-positive/36 false-negative cases in
the second set). To attenuate the risk of misleading results,
we tested using weights as well as using under-sampling
techniques in our training procedures. Both had only minor
effects on the resulting trees and did not change the infor-
mation derived from the trees.

In the first iteration (cf. ►Fig. 1), we just trained one
decision tree on all 214 features (197 after filtering feature
vectors only consisting of NAs or with identical values to other
featurevector), i.e., allMMs’ results, for thefalse-positive/true-
negative cases. In the second iteration, we trained two trees:
the first decision tree with all 216 features (190 after filtering
feature vectors) for the false-positive/true-negative cases;
the second one on the false negative/true positive cases. The
intention of training the second tree was to look in particular
for thresholds for MMs quantifying value coverage. Since the

numberof false-negative caseswas small,we selected only the
MMs’ quantifying value coverage as features (eight resp. seven
features) for theseconddecision tree. TheR-scripts for training
the trees are openly available in our git repository (files with “.
R” ending in the root folder24).

The most crucial point in applying the data-driven ap-
proach is to interpret the resulting tree, i.e., to decide for each
split whether it indicates a sensible data quality-related
information. For all trees, we inspected each split to decide
if it indicated possibly sensible data quality-related informa-
tion or just an overfit to the dataset. We considered in this
decision if we couldmake any sense of the split, looked at the
number of rows separated, and inspected the respective
MM’s results in openCQA. Inspecting the split in openCQA
often indicated that the split happened, because it simply by
chance separated a set of cases with a high number of false
decisions. To confirm such an assumption, we excluded the
respective MM from the dataset and trained the same tree
again. If the tree split the same cases, but on another
unrelated condition, we classified this as an overfit to our
data and discarded information from the respective split.

Systematic Check for Blind Spots
To check if our set of MMs considers the most common data
quality categories,we consulted theHIDQFdata quality frame-
work proposed by Kahn et al (original publication,27 update8).
We considered all of their categories/subcategories and select-
ed Conformance, Completeness, Uniqueness Plausibility, Atem-
poral Plausibility, and Temporal Plausibility (cf. ►Table 1 in
Kahn et al.27►Fig. 6 in Liaw et al.8) as relevant for our context.
Analogous toDiaz-Garelli’s systematicdataqualityassessment
process (cf.►Table 1 in Diaz-Garelli23), we also considered the
aggregation in dimension levels (called granularity levels in
Diaz-Garelli’s work), e.g., if MMs addressed the category with
values aggregated per patient and day, per patient, or for the
whole dataset. Although it is not necessary to cover all
combinations of data quality categories and aggregations
withMMs, it is reasonable togive thought to each combination
while considering the purpose of the data quality assessment.
Thisway,wecouldbecomeawareofpossibleblindspotsworth
addressing.

Refining Knowledge Bases
Based on the insights from the previous steps (cf.►Fig. 1), we
adapted the existingMMs or added new targetedMMs to the

Table 1 Overview of covered data quality categories and dimension levels

HIDQF (sub)category Conformance Completeness Uniqueness
plausibility

Atemporal
plausibility

Temporal
plausibilityDimension

Overall Covered Covered

Per subject Covered

Per subject per day Covered Covered Covered Covered

Per subject per hour Covered Covered

Per age group Covered

Abbreviation: HIDQF, harmonized intrinsic data quality framework.
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knowledge bases. Finally, we sorted the set of MMs to have
the most important MMs at the beginning and added a
description for each knowledge base. The description
explained the general rationale of the knowledge base and
highlighted the most important MMs.

Results

GUI-Based Data Quality Analysis
Inspection of MM-results in openCQA revealed some suspi-
cious data characteristics. Surprisingly, most of them were
not relevant for CADDIE CDSS and none of themwas relevant
for ELISE CDSS (due to increased robustness of the decision
algorithm). We still derived new MMs from this step, as we
missed a few general visualizations and descriptive meas-
ures, e.g., an overviewabout the overall amount of data or the
number of patients per age group.

Furthermore, we noticed that our initial dimension levels
per_subject and per_subject_per_day were not sufficient. The
dailygranularitywas too coarse for some characteristics. Thus,
we addedMMsaggregating their resultsper_subject_per_hour.

►Fig. 3 shows the median pacing per age group. The huge
difference between the values for different age groups illus-
trates that sometimes it was necessary to consider the
patients’ age, e.g., to assess value distribution plausibility.
Accordingly, we added MMs showing results per_age_group.
Typically, the grouping function (cf. Methods - Formalization
of MMs) should be used to group results into age groups.
However, for plots this would create one plot per age group.
To achieve the plot in ►Fig. 3, showing results for all age
groups in one plot, we defined the stratification in the
characterization function.

Analyzing Cases of False CDSS Decision
The only identified reason for false-negative CDSS decisions
was absence of current values—for the CDSS decision, the
two laboratory values expire after 24 hours and vital signs
after 1 hour. The most important variables for the CDSS SIRS
decision are the laboratory and body temperature values. It
may be perfectly correct that there are no data available, but
if there is a timespan of the intensive care unit stay, not
covered by these values, there is the possibility that the CDSS
misses a SIRS episode resulting in lower sensitivity. As a
reaction to this issue, we added MMs checking the value
coverage for the laboratory values and the vital signs (cf.
knowledge bases starting with “ELISE,” MMs with tag “val-
ue_coverage”24). Those MMs specify for each variable the
rate of time covered with values. Especially MM-results
indicating low value coverage of laboratory values and
body temperature may be critical for CDSS sensitivity, i.e.,
a higher rate of undetected SIRS episodes is possible.

Sometimes the CDSS detected a false-positive SIRS episode
for patients due to values that were abnormal because of
another disease or a recent medical procedure. Examples for
this were low or high white blood cell counts or a low body
temperature. This is only a data quality problem if the corre-
sponding diagnosis or procedure data are missing. Thus, we
added MMs checking diagnosis and procedure availability.

A related and indisputable local data quality problemwas
that documented procedure time points were often impre-
cise or incorrect. We were not able to add an MM targeting
this issue, since we found no possibility to determine when
thiswas the case (no other data to compare or to triangulate).

Finally, missing respiratory rate values sometimes caused
false-positive SIRS detection resulting in lower specificity.
The value coverage MMs already covered this issue. Results
indicating low value coverage for respiratory rate could warn
about an increased rate of false-positive SIRS detections.

Data-Driven Learning on MM-Results
In the first iteration (cf. ►Fig. 1), the MMs’ results used as
training data for the decision tree were unspecific for the use
case. As a result, the decision tree did not indicate any
sensible information regarding data quality.

From thefirst tree of the second iteration (“decision tree no
feature selection”), we derived thresholds that deserve atten-
tion for low (<4.2) and high (�17) white blood cell counts per
patient and day. From the second tree (“decision tree value_-
coverage”), we derived a threshold for low white blood cell
value coverage (<77) and for low body temperature value
coverage (<93). Where a low white blood cell count value
coverage means that for this patient current values (<24h)
exist for less than 77% of days. Similarly, low value coverage for
body temperaturemeans that for this patient and day, current
values (<1h) exist for less than 93% of 1-hour intervals.
Because these thresholds seem sensible to separate MM-
results correlating with lower CDSS performance, we expect
datasetswith ahigh rateof suchMM-results tobeproblematic.
The added MMs calculate the rate of patients (and days) that
are below/above these values (cf. knowledge bases “ELISE_bo-
dy_temp” and “ELISE_WBCs,” MMs with tags “below_soft_li-
mit”/“above_soft_limit”24). The resulting trees from

Fig. 3 Example MM-result. Plot showing the median pacing per age
group. MM, measurement method.
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the second iteration are available in our git repository (files
with “.pdf” ending in the root folder24).

Systematic Check for Blind Spots
►Table 1 gives an overview of covered data quality categories
and dimension levels in thefinal knowledge bases.We consid-
ered all combinations of HIDQF categories (Conformance,
Completeness, etc.) with the dimensions (overall (whole data-
set), per_subject, etc.). For each cell in ►Table 1, “covered”
indicates whether our created knowledge bases contain MMs
for the respective combination of category and dimension. As
mentioned, not all combinations might be sensible to address
with MMs. For example, we do not think it is worthwhile to
implement any MMs checking some variable’s values confor-
mance to some eligible-value constraint and aggregate the
number of violations depending on patient age. However,
aggregating such constraint check results on the same aggre-
gation level as the CDSS performance data seemed promising
because it is reasonable to assume that problematic data
instances could cause false CDSS decisions for the respective
patient and day. Thus, MMs that fit into the Conformance
category and aggregate their results per subject and day are
part of our created knowledge bases.

In our setting, CDSS SIRS assessment was performed
retrospectively. Thus, there was no potential for timeliness
issues, i.e., value not available in time. Nevertheless, timeli-
ness is obviously a critical requirement. Every value that is
not available during CDSS decision has the same effect on
CDSS performance as a missing value.

Final Knowledge Bases
►Table 2 lists the 13 final knowledge bases. We organized
the 394 MMs into one knowledge base providing a quick
overview over the whole dataset and one for each CDSS-
relevant clinical concept.

Most of the MMs are only relevant for detailed inspection
in case of a data quality issue. Theknowledgebases are sorted
to display the most informative MMs first. Additionally, a
description in each knowledge base briefly explains the
rationale and mentions important MMs to inspect. For
clinical concepts likely to have many values, a tag “optional”
gives the possibility to filter optional MMs to reduce the
overall runtime of a knowledge base. Ten of the knowledge
bases specify the data need using AQL. The final knowledge
bases are openly available in our git repository (knowledge
bases starting with “ELISE”24).

Discussion

SpecificMMs can support a targeted data quality assessment
for a certain data use, e.g., to check whether local data are
suitable for a CDSS for SIRS detection in critically ill, pediatric
patients. It is a well-known problem that there are no
established standards on how to derive, express, or share
such task-specific MMs3 (or similar concepts, e.g., operation-
alized assessmentmethods,5 data quality indicators/descrip-
tors,7 quality checks9). We derived specific MMs and
expressed them as 5-tuples. That way, we demonstrated

approaches for deriving and expressing task-specific MMs
in a real-world use case andwe provide shareable, applicable
knowledge on data quality assessment for ELISE CDSS.

Data Quality Assessment Knowledge for ELISE CDSS
We created a set of MMs specific for data quality assessment
for ELISE CDSS. These MMs can already help to decide
whether local data are suitable for ELISE CDSS initially before
CDSS rollout or regularly during CDSS operation, e.g., to
notice changes in data quality due to changed documenta-
tion processes.15 However, we are just at the start of a
continuous improvement process. The initial knowledge
bases will be refined based on new insights. We derived
these MMs from insights that we gained from CDSS applica-
tion on data from the Pediatric Cardiology and Intensive Care
Medicine of Hannover Medical School. We expect that the
planned rollout of ELISE CDSS to more clinical sites will
provide more insights into data quality requirements. Fur-
thermore, so far we have only integrated the perspective of
medical informatics experts. The physicians performing
their decisions based on the same data each day have an
invaluable knowledge about the data’s characteristics and
their effect on SIRS detection. We plan to integrate their
perspective as one of the next steps. Therefore, we are
confident that we will be able to add MMs in future versions
of the knowledge bases that allow for more direct decisions
about the data’s suitability for ELISE CDSS, for example, an
MM that summarizes important MM-results as a table
indicating with colors green, yellow, and red if certain
characteristics of the dataset need attention.

Approaches for Deriving and Expressing Task-Specific
MMs
We used four approaches to derive our task-specific MMs: in
the GUI-based data quality analysis, (1) we started the first

Table 2 Final knowledge bases for targeted data quality
assessment for ELISE CDSS

Knowledge base name Number
of MMs

Data need
specified

ELISE_overview 8 Yes

ELISE_body_temp 54 Yes

ELISE_date_of_birth 4 Yes

ELISE_diagnosis 2 Yes

ELISE_IG 27 Yes

ELISE_medication 3 No

ELISE_pacing 61 Yes

ELISE_procedure 1 No

ELISE_pulse 53 Yes

ELISE_respiratory_rate 53 Yes

ELISE_respiratory_rate_setting 48 Yes

ELISE_temperature_regulation 50 Yes

ELISE_WBCs 30 Yes

Abbreviations: IG, immature granulocytes; WBC, white blood cell count.
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iteration (cf.►Fig. 1) by exploring the datawith genericMMs
generated in openCQA. This simple possibility to create MMs
and to inspect their results enabled us to identify some
specific MMs (cf. Results—GUI-based data quality analysis).
Thus, it was a valuable contribution for our work. Analyzing
cases of false decisions (2)wasworthwhile aswell (cf. Results
—Analyzing cases of false CDSS decision). The data-driven
learning approach (3) contributed by complementing the
insights from the first two steps. While it could not indicate
any new characteristics to assess with MMs, it provided
threshold values for noteworthy values in already identified
characteristics, such as the value coverage. We were not able
to derive these thresholds manually or by logic reasoning
about the CDSS algorithm. This endorses an assumption from
testing the data-driven approach with artificial data: the
data-driven approach is valuable in particular for cases
where the data quality issue is nothing obviously odd (like
outlier values) or a perfect cause of failure (like a CDSS always
failing with error).25 Since decision trees basically just
perform a lot of statistical tests (ANOVA) on all feature
variables, they are a handy method to get a grip on hidden
correlations between MM-results and CDSS performance.
The approach’s current limitation is the uncertain reliability
of the derived information from the decision trees. Inter-
preting a tree is a subjective task since there is not enough
experience with this method. Tangible rules or suitable
measures, e.g., a measure like the area under the curve for
classifier models, to help decide whether a tree is sensible
enough for interpretation or for the decision if a certain split
indicates sensible data quality related information, are miss-
ing. Thus, the derived thresholds still need to demonstrate
their value in future targeted data quality analyses. Our
theory-based check for blind spots (4) did not yield any
new MMs but made us aware of the limitation that the
retrospective research context of the CDSS application was
not suitable to identify any requirements regarding timeli-
ness (cf. Results—Systematic check for blind spots). As soon as
the embedding of the CDSS into real clinical processes is
planned, it will be necessary to analyze the resulting require-
ments regarding timely availability of values.

In summary, each of the four approaches contributed to
our knowledge on data quality assessment for ELISE CDSS
justifying their application. Approaches (1), (2), and (4) can
be conducted with limited effort and the value of resulting
MMs is evident to the knowledge base’s curator from theway
they are derived. Thus, we would recommend to apply these
approaches in each applicable real world use case. Since the
data-driven approach (3) requires more effort and can only
provide insights if the MM-results used as training data
contain relevant information, we would recommend a selec-
tive application if three conditions are met: first, perfor-
mance data (label data for the trees) are available in a
suitable granularity. Second, MMs that are promising to
calculate results containing relevant information in a suit-
able granularity are already implemented. Third, a correla-
tion between measurable data quality issues and the
performance data of the use case is expected. Established
measures to support evaluating the reliability of trained

decision trees and derived MMs would be desirable to
improve the value of the method.

One insight from our work on this use case was that some
data quality assessments require specific MMs to be infor-
mative, an experience that is in linewith Blacketer et al,9who
mentioned limited possibilities for adaptions on and adding
of data quality checks as important requirements for the
development of the Data Quality Dashboard in the OHDSI
network. Since the scope of 5-tuple MMs includes such data
quality checks, these requirements apply to MMs as well.
Other researchers strive to define preferably generic sets of
data quality indicators and descriptors7 because harmonized
sets of generic indicators and descriptors could enhance
comparability of results. Comparability is indisputably
more limited for task-specific MMs, although the structure
and unambiguous definitions of the 5-tuple-formalization
aim to foster comparability.21 However, 5-tuple MMs could
represent implementations of generic indicators and
descriptors as proposed by Schmidt et al and our concept
supports the integration of existing generic MMs already
defined as 5-tuple into use case-specific knowledge bases (cf.
Methods—GUI-based data quality analysis). Additionally,
MMs allow making use of already implemented generic R-
functions, for example, from R-packages targeting data qual-
ity.21 That way,we could attenuate the comparability issue of
task-specific MMs, since we could make use of generic, more
comparable MMs and R-functions wherever possible and
only create task-specific MMs where existing generic solu-
tions were insufficient. Besides improving comparability,
supporting usage of existing implementations and concepts
such as for example OHDSI’s quality checks or Schmidt’s
indicators, descriptors, and R-functions gives the possibility
to benefit from existing experiences and invested work,
while supporting management and sharing of targeted
MMs for use case-specific data quality assessment.

Conclusions

We have created a set of shareable, applicable MMs that can
support targeted data quality assessment for CDSS-based
SIRS detection in critically ill, pediatric patients. This initial
knowledge basewill be refined based on new insights during
further CDSS rollout and application. Preventing data quali-
ty-related failure of CDSS could improve user satisfaction and
avert harm from patients.

The demonstrated approaches for deriving and expressing
task-specific MMs have the potential to foster targeted data
quality assessment for a variety of use cases. Our ultimate
goal would be to promote task-specific data quality assess-
ment as a commonly recognized usual part of research on
data-consuming application systems in health care.
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